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Introduction 

The skin conductance response (SCR), also known 
as electrodermal activity (EDA) or galvanic skin 
response, is widely used in psychophysiological 
research as a noninvasive peripheral indicator of 
the sympathetic nervous system (1-3). Sweat 
glands are innervated with sudomotor cholinergic 
fibers and EDA evaluates changes in the ability to 
transmit electrical conductance of skin depending 
on the activity of the sweat glands (4). Therefore, 
skin conductance level (SCL) and skin 
conductance fluctuation rate (SCFr) are set as a 
physiological index of alertness (5). SCFr is the 
number of skin conductance response fluctuations 
during EDA recording (6,7) Increased alertness 
level increases skin conductivity as sympathetic 
stimulation to the sweat glands increases (8). Skin 
conductivity measurements are composed of two 
components: tonic and phasic. The tonic 

component of skin conductivity is measured by 
the level of skin conductivity and reflects resting 
skin conductivity. The phasic component is the 
response in which a few seconds of oscillation in 
skin conductivity are observed in response to 
environmental or emotional stimulation. It has 
been shown in brain imaging studies that the 
galvanic skin response measured during the 
cognitive performance is an indicator of task-
related alertness (9). The tasks that need 
concentration, require the ability to suppress the 
perceptual effects or memory traces of previous 
stimuli to maintain cognitive focus. Therefore, 
managing attention requires the involvement of 
working memory and the use of special mental 
ability under cognitive load. Processing memory 
content to make it available also refers to working 
memory (10). Cognitive load is a complex concept 
that is often poorly defined. In the field of 
human-computer interaction, it is defined as the 
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mental sources that a person must complete tasks 
in a certain time; it varies depending on the 
amount of information that needs to be processed 
simultaneously. The amount of cognitive load a 
person experiences is influenced by tasks and 
some other factors such as individual differences, 
and environmental and social environment (11). 
Classical research in information processing 
during problem-solving in the context of 
achieving goals reveals that short-term memory 
serves under managerial control. If schematic 
information is not available already, the 
information received is divided into quantities 
proper for the working memory capacity (12). In 
accordance with the classical cognitive load 
theory, these amounts show short-term memory 
and individual differences in processing capacities. 
High cognitive loads lead to cognitive choices that 
need attention, causing psychophysiological stress. 
This endeavor creates autonomic attention (13). 

The reaction is a voluntary response to an external 
stimulus. There is an interval of time between the 
onset of external stimulus and the appropriate 
motor response that is known as reaction time 
(14). It reflects the speed of neurophysiological 
overall processes such as neural transmission and 
the response of motor acts (15).  Sensation, 
perception, integration of the information in the 
sensory pathway, and decision-making combine to 
form cognitive functions that serve a crucial role 
in everyday social behavior (16). A literature 
review suggests that cognitive status is closely 
related to the sympathetic nervous system and has 
an impact on the galvanic skin response. However, 
there are still controversial points on the ways and 
patterns of sympathetic indicators of cognitive 
load and alertness. Therefore, this study, it was 
aimed to investigate the task-related changes in 
sympathetic activity.  For this purpose, the 
changes in the sympathetic activity were evaluated 
through EDA recordings which are synchronized 
with various tasks. The tasks were designed in 
such a way that initiated the cognitive and 
vigilance processes in the participants. 

Material and Methods 

A total of 20 healthy male and female right-
handed students (18-22 years of age), from the 
Faculty of Medicine and Dentistry at Başkent 
University, participated in this study. The 
volunteers were informed before the experiment 
and an informed volunteer consent form was 
signed. The exclusion criteria included 
smoking/alcohol consumption, sleeping less than 

5 hours the night before the test, consumption of 
more than 1 cup of coffee or more than 2 cups of 
tea, color blindness, and exercising or strenuous 
activity before the test. The inclusion criteria in 
the study were being at the age of 18-22, having 
no visual disturbances, no neurological 
disturbances, having slept at least 8 hours the 
night before, and having passed 2 hours after 
eating (17). 

Determining Hand Preference: The Turkish 
version of the “Edinburgh Oldfield Inventory” 
was used to determine the dominant hand (18). 
The inventory included questions regarding 
writing, drawing, throwing a stone or ball, using 
scissors, using a toothbrush, using a knife without 
a fork, using a fork, using a broom, striking a 
match, and opening the lid of a bottle. The results 
were analyzed according to the Geschwind score 
(19).  

Determining Color Blindness: The Color 
Blindness Mass Screening Test described by 
Gundogan et al was used to determine color 
blindness. The test consisted of 24 plates, which 
the participants were asked to read and then close 
their eyes for 4 seconds to relax them between 
plate readings. The subjects who read all plates 
correctly were considered normal and those who 
had four or more mistakes as color blind.  

EDA Recordings: The participants taken to the 
recording room were let rest for 10 min. 
Participants were seated comfortably in an 
armchair 50 cm away from the computer screen 
with a sport for their wrists (20). All 
measurements were performed in the same period 
of the day. The participants were informed about 
the experiment and asked to be in a normal resting 
position, to be as still as possible, and not to 
breathe too deeply during the test. EDA was 
recorded continuously using 0.8 cm diameter 
Ag/AgCl biopotential electrodes attached to the 
distal phalanges of the first and second fingers of 
the non-dominant hand. Electrode paste, which 
contains saline (0.05 M) was placed between the 
skin and the electrodes to minimize the resistance 
between electrodes and skin then the electrodes 
were connected to the recording system (Biopac, 
MP36, USA) (21). The skin conductance was 
expressed as SCL [ln (µmho)/cm2 per electrode 
area]. EDA recording system was synchronized 
with the visual stimulus system. The input signals 
were digitized and stored in the system for future 
analysis. After the system calibration experiments 
were conducted in two stages as described below; 

Stage 1 (Tonic recording): Tonic parameters were 
recorded  for 2 minutes without any stimuli which  
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Table 1. Tasks Applied in Stage 2 (Phasic SCLs) 

Tasks Visual Stimulus 

 
 

Stimulus 
Exposure 
Time (sec) 

Number 
of Stimuli 

Inter 
Stimulus 
Interval 

(sec) 

 

Descriptions 

Task1 Simple 

RED 

0.5 10 2 

Fixed 

Participant was asked to press 
on Button-1 as quick as 

possible upon the onset of 
visual stimulus with index 

finger of the dominant hand 

Task2 Simple 

RED 

0.5 10 2-5 

Random 

Participant was asked to press 
on Button-1 as quick as 

possible upon the onset of 
visual stimulus with the index 
finger of the dominant hand 

Task3 Cognitive 

5 Color (Red, 
Black, Green, 
Yellow, Blue) 

0.5 10 2 

Fixed 

Participant was asked to press 
on Button-1 as quick as 

possible if the stimulus is red 
colored object (target) 

otherwise Button-2 with the 
index finger of dominant hand 

Task4 Cognitive 

5 Color (Red, 
Black, Green, 
Yellow, Blue) 

0.5 10 2-5 

Random 

Participant was asked to press 
on Button-1 as quick as 

possible if the stimulus is red 
colored object (target) 

otherwise Button-2 with the 
index finger of dominant hand 

 

are also called resting recordings (tonic skin 
conductance level-tonic SCL) (3). Stage 2 (Phasic 
recording): Sequential visual stimuli were applied 
to generate skin conductance responses in the 
participants who have already completed Stage 1.  

Applying Visual Stimulus: Visual stimuli were 
applied through a separate custom-made 
computer-based test battery and synchronized 
with the EDA recording system (22). The task 
protocols assigned to the participants are given in 
detail in Table 1. Participants were having rest for 
5 min in between each task. Participants were 
asked to give the fastest response to the 
successive stimuli of each task by pressing the 
predefined button. Inaccurate button pressing 
(faulty response) was evaluated as a false answer. 
The onset time of the stimulus and the time of the 
response were input to one channel of the EDA 
recording system as the time marker. The task and 
the presented stimulus with the answers given 
were saved into the computer’s hard drive for 
further analysis. At least 1% changes in skin 
conductance within the first 0.5-3 seconds of 
presenting the visual stimulus were accepted as the 
skin conductivity response (2). 

Results 

The mean age of the participants was (19.6 ± 2.5) 
and the sexual distributions in the groups were 
found to be comparable (p > 0.05) 

EDA parameters 

Effects of Tasks Difference on SCR: “As 
shown in Table 2’’ mean values of SCL and SCFr 
for all tasks are given compared with the tonic 
recording values. Phasic SCL values for task 1 and 
task 3 were found to be higher than the tonic 
recording. These statistically significant 
differences (p<0.001, for both cases) indicate that 
tasks with fixed-ITI have an increasing effect on 
skin conductance. However, the increase in SCL 
values recorded during the tasks with random-ITI 
(task 2 and task 4) compared with tonic recording 
was not statistically significant. There was also a 
statistically significant difference between SCL 
values of the tasks where fixed-ITI and random-
ITI used. This result traced by comparing task 1 
with task 2 (p = 0.017) and task 3 with task 4 (p = 
0.006). This also suggests the impact of using 
fixed-ITI during the task is higher than random-
ITI. 
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Table 2. Measured SCL and SCFr Values During Tonic and Phasic Recordings. Phasic Recording 
Consists of 4 Different Tasks  

n=20 
SCL (mean±std), 

µmho 

SCFr (min-max) 

Peak/min 

Tonic recording a 8.70 ± 3.0.  b,d 13.0 (2-24) 

Phasic recording   

Task 1b 12.11 ± 4.4 a,c 12.5 (4-25) 

Task 2c 10.04 ± 4.6 b,d 11.0 (2-27) 

Task 3d 12.61± 4.9 a,c,e 11.5 (2-23) 

Task 4e 10.49 ±4.4 d 12.0 (4-24) 

p <0.001* 0.724** 

*: Repeated Measures ANOVA; Groups with significant differences as a result of multiple comparisons are shown 
with letters; Mean ± SD. **: Friedman test; Median (Min-Max) 

 

Table 3. Median SCL values of the participant with (w) and without (w/o) faulty response in task-3 and task-4. 
The SCL ranges are given in parenthesis. (n) denotes the number of participants who had eithe r faulty or no faulty 
responses 

 Task 3 Task 4 

 Participants  w 

(n=17) 

Participants w/o 

(n=3) 

Participants  w 

(n=14) 

Participants w/o 

(n=6) 

SCL, µmho 22.63 

(10.02 – 24.16) 

11.85 

(4.82 – 17.73) 

10.19 

(7.54 – 22.72) 

8.79 

(4.32- 19.27) 

p 0.125* 0.322* 

*: Mann-Whitney U test; median (min-max) 

 

“As shown in Figure 1” skin conductivities during 
task 1 and task 3 were comparable and therefore 
there is no significant difference. This is also true 
for tasks 2 and task 4, which suggests that the 
impact of cognitive load is negligible. 

No significant difference was found in mean SCFr 
values for all tasks compared with Tonic 
recordings (p = 0.724). 

Evaluation of Skin Conductance Response 
During Cognitive Tasks: The results show no 
statistically significant difference in median values 
of SCL of the participants in task 3 and task 4 (p 
= 0.125 and p = 0.322, respectively) (Table 3). 
One of the reasons for this result may be due to 
the limited number of participants and it should 
be repeated with more participants. 

Reaction Time and Task Content Relation: 
Reaction times of the participants in response to 
the tasks are given in Table 4”. Table also includes 
responses to the target and the non-target 
stimulus.  

As seen in the Table 4, while the reaction time was 
the shortest in task 1, it was found to be the 
longest in task 4 where the participants were 
under a higher cognitive load and in a higher 
vigilance state. 

A significant difference was found between the 
tasks in terms of reaction times (p <0.05). There 
were statistically significant differences between 
reaction times in task 1 and task 3 (p < 0.001), 
task 1 and task 4 (p < 0.001), task 2 and task 4 (p 
< 0.001) reflecting the task difficulty.   

A statistically significant difference was also found 
between reaction times of target (0.7 ± 0.6 
sec) and non-target (0.6 ± 0.5 sec) stimuli (p = 
0.046) for task 3 and  between target (0.71 ± 0.1 
sec) and non-target (0.67 ± 0.1 sec) stimuli (p = 
0.046) for task 4 (p = 0.049). 

Correlation Between SCL, SCFr, and Reaction 
Times: There was no linear relationship between 
the tasks by using the mean values of SCL, SCFr, 
and reaction times of the tasks.  

Discussion 

In this study, it was investigated the relationship 
between sympathetic stress response and various 
levels of cognitive tasks. For this purpose, we 
used 4 different tasks from simple to complex 
each with fixed and random ITI. EDA was 
initially recorded during rest without any stimulus 
(tonic recordings) and then during  the  tasks  with  
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Table 4.  Reaction Times of Participants as Second for All Tasks in Terms of Median, Maximum and 
Minimum 

 Median (Min-Max), sec 

Task-1 0.54 (0.48 – 0.75) 
Task-2 0.58 (0.48 – 0.75) 
Task-3 (Target stimuli) 0.66 (0.56 – 0.80) 
Task-3 (Non target stimuli) 0.63 (0.51 – 0.78) 

Task-4 (Target stimuli) 0.71 (0.58 – 0.88) 

Task-4 (Non target stimuli) 0.66 (0.58 – 0.90) 
p <0.05 

 

 
Fig. 1. Comparison of SCL Values in Different Task 

varying cognitive load (phasic recordings). The 
results indicate that the mean values of SCL were 
significantly different in all tasks and emphases on 
the impacts of the task on triggering the 
sympathetic response. The mean SCL value of 
phasic recordings was found to be higher in task 1 
and task 3 compared to task 2 and task 4, this 
result suggests that cognitive load causes an 
increase in sympathetic stress response, which is 
in accordance with the studies suggesting also an 
increase in sympathetic activity with the increased 
mental load (23, 24). In another study by 
Visnovcova et al., galvanic skin response was used 
as an indicator of stress initiated with the 
cognitive load in young healthy people (1). 

In contrast to task-1 and task-3 we had not that 
much increase in SCL values during task-2 and 
task-4. The latter two tasks with their random ITIs 
were expected to force the participants into going 
a further vigilance state and therefore, cause a 
further increase in cognitive load.  

When the tasks are designed in such a way that 
from simple to complicated form the sympathetic 
stress response increases. However, as the 
participant becomes familiar with the task and 
related timing issues of the task then the 
sympathetic stress is expected to decrease during 
the rest of tasks although the tasks get 
complicated with their random ITIs. This is 
verified in task-2 and task-4. While the mean SCL 
values of task 2 and task 4 are above the level of 
tonic SCL they are slightly lower than in task 1 

and task 3. These results are consistent with the 
study of Steptoe and Greer in 1980 that confirms 
the lower levels of autonomic arousal as the 
training progressed (25). It is possible that the 
internal timing processes for estimating the 
occurrence of a particular event that is the case 
when repetitive stimuli come with fixed-ITI cause 
more sympathetic stress on participants than when 
the stimuli come with random-ITI. Therefore, we 
may suggest that internal timestamp estimation is 
more important and play a critical role in 
sympathetic stress response than simply waiting 
for random stimuli. We conclude that rather than 
the expectancy of random events, the process 
related to estimating and processing the internal 
time calculations of the onset time of events with 
fixed-ITI may better trigger cognitive load (26-28). 
This is our novel finding, which relates the 
sympathetic stress response to repetitive stimuli 
with either fixed- or random-ITI. However, this 
conclusion needs to be proven by further studies 
evaluating the impacts of additional sympathetic 
indicators in response to the stimuli with fixed- 
and random-it (29-32).  When the reaction times 
measured for all tasks were compared with each 
other we observed as expected, an increase in 
reaction time along with the task difficulty. This 
result is in parallel with the results of the study of 
Parrington et al. and the study of Fan et al (33, 
34). Evaluation of the difference between the 
reaction times for target and non-target stimuli in 
task 3 and task 4 indicates that reaction to a target 
stimulus takes a significantly longer time than 
non-target stimuli in both tasks. In our procedure, 
the occurrence frequencies of target stimuli were 
at least 4 times lower than non-target stimuli. 
Since the higher occurrence frequency of target 
stimuli activates (or facilitates) the decision-
making processes in the brain. Therefore, 
relatively lower occurrence frequency in this study 
results in increased reaction time. This result is 
supported by the study of Lucci et al., which 
suggests that the higher frequency of target stimuli 
is associated with faster reaction times (35). One 
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of the limitations of our study is the low sample 
size, which may need to be considered in future 
studies. In a conclusion, this study suggests that 
EDA measurements still need to be studied 
further before its routine use as an indicator of 
sympathetic stress. Therefore, the impacts of 
several variables on the development of 
sympathetic stress such as decision-making 
processes, perceptual learning, internal time clock, 
and characteristics of stimuli are the possible 
subjects of future studies.  
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